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RIGHT TO KNOW INFORMATION ACT
PRELUDE
I present this article for the transition that right to information act makes to establish Constitution in
routine that I am not going to deal with the sections of this act in specific but what it provides to common civic
to get transformed to citizen of a nation participating in governance. Having put forth citizen centric
governance, the government takes a shift upwards from administration to facilitation. When doing
administration, it makes you clear as what the government is doing and gets your cooperation. It was needed
when public schemes, schemes to the masses are more. By being a facilitator, it seeks what you want always
and makes you to take it by stream lining, scheduling and putting forth the prospects and opportunities for your
skills. Having constitution in hand, having the must to abide by it to create better citizenry, the governing
people gone into self taking their job for self thus there were self centric motivations and dissolutions,
authenticity and authority, domination and institutionalism, through which the independence and ability of
every individual sprout and flourish taking their own time for which we feel chaos, otherwise one need to focus
on the governance only to get what they want. Cosmic order is what the governing regime presents, not what
you think because inheritance is perks always, where as the sustained progression is on evolution for purpose
of the organization, purpose of life and the government.
Whenever you wish to refer to an article, do not go for its classes, just find the preamble meets your
requirement. No act need to be descriptive, lengthy, it is given so including all individual specific requirements
as general with more and more of iterations and conditions.RTI act aims at bringing the Constitution to routine
by creating informed citizenry. Thus it provides accessibility and confidence to public by remaining simple,
offering simplicity to make them ask whatever they want to clarify that the opponent, claimant need to be
brilliant to speak out what he thinks, as right to think and express, not intelligent to covet and take over the
scenario. Thus it makes citizen centric governance possible favoring every individual who comes to government
seeking advice, favour and assistance. None who approaches government would go bare, but with adequate
input to bring his appeal confidently strong for his self. Thus it dissolves all mass specific schemes and freebies,
and related complexities to governance. This builds trust and faith on the government absolutely making it
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transparent and accountable. It is always mistaken transparency is spontaneity which is certainly not so, it
assures job and development in every stage thus progression always for the participation of every one. Unlike a
fair idea be pulled put, tossed and tapped for majority support, government adopts, incubates, build and
transfer to the public as authentic that no one feels corrupted, no one feels demoted of their well being. This is
the basis too no government employee could receive suspension and dismissal on any grounds. There can only
be resignation of at all the flow of energy to execute the order of organization is a reflux, or stag. No need to
say resignation is resign not move out with future in doldrums.
Thus the government and society comes out of illusion, luck and hails on truth with assured success in
visible excellence. The boom you could get out of luck is there as cumulative of assured success every minute.
There is no risk of failure too.
INTRODUCTION
It is the timeline we find, constitution and the affairs of the public are in line, order of progression. Thus it
is the time line where there can be differences to distinct prospects and progression, not disputes of
permanent settlement, despair anyways. Everyone will have a job and progression for his might because the
resources become unlimited for globalization, human resource development through celestial forces. When an
issue becomes traditionally complicated as psychology we make it to statute, compulsory obligence, we make it
mandate for creating conviction thus a psychology on competency. A society of bonded individuals which form
webs and meshes thus become connected individuals, a network for purpose. Thus the GDP becomes really
cumulative of every ones progress and contribution. There is a talk in the recent times, people are stressed
when the contribution is demanded as Domestic produce, it appears so because guilt is imposed to create
ability. Instead when you guild them with appreciation you could also heave up happiness index and in that
scenario there will be mindful participation thus you need no monitor, control too. The produce will be
exponential that makes the mode line always progressive. The entire boom, waves will be above this that
assured profit will be there however. You don’t have to gamble over business as stock market, you need to
simply speculate proficiency to give the profit for the right scheduling of process economizing the technology
through proper management. It is always not updates, many times the basics that remain as eternal truth
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brings in the needed raw materials bio, not chemical that you don’t have to spend much too. This is not a legal,
judicial approach, yet it forms the base for right to information because ecology plays a major role in handling
the temperament of the people, creating trust, faith, participation in the system.
I shall explain what the government is, it is nothing but the truth. It expects nothing from the society,
except truth. Basic requirement for a citizen is not intelligence, expertise, but excellence as brilliant, ignorant,
plain to respond to any situation with no reservation at all, which otherwise is secularism. Government
departments had been formed for what a nation is good at, what it need to strengthen, focus at and that it
draws in global prospects and make it indigenous with the help of ministry that go in parallel with every
department of the government. Secretaries form the head of the departments, ministers form the head of
ministries, thus when the secretaries give out ideas, schemes, ministers make it to the public, get feedback
consolidate and give it back to secretaries that when it gets finalized, it takes the entire cooperation of public as
transparent and accountable. Ministry will also have secretaries to make public wishes to constitution, to give
them clarification on government procedure as what benefits it makes in long term, to assist ministers to talk
only on constitutional basis. It will not go as a waste, takes the curse of public at any point of time because it is
not authority that draws a scheme, but authenticity. When in the days, the parties dominated, elected public
representatives were not felt as public representatives, but party representatives who ought to act for the
words of the party lead. This eventuated all common civic to be a part of party, association and group to get the
favor from the government, that we find there is no common civic at all in majority, but only party members
and that it is to the fruition of forming federal government easily. When every party, group or association takes
a role in government and operated with the trust fund it has, which could expand for the jobs it does for the
government, there is no need for accounting and thus the RTI cannot be to individual leaders as what their
assets are, what their bank credits are. When they take a role in government, they cannot be biased, that the
citizen centric government make them what they want as an individual. When one graduates from a party to
establish Constitution, he takes a direct role in government, or otherwise it continues to be the part of party
governance to learn constitution. Anyways, there is no non-governmental move, every single unit including
families is to government participation which is what Athar card is assuring. Thus the Constitution executed in
routine mandating the norms is for the easy progression everyone gets for which the government expects
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simplicity, inclusion not simplistic template procedures. Computer applications made to government
procedures created template formats which curbed unique potentials to averages. This made cumulation,
summative of averages, patented replications thus a regression out of wear, boredom.
Government can be expanded now to make jobs effortless, fine tuned and focused to get maximum
efficacy out of one by exponentiation, not squeezing. This needs self actualization, sovereignty, presence to a
scenario and appreciation for the part played amounting to energy build to do more, think more and get
streamlined, packed to give out always good, expects all to be good. Right to information is thus to bring out
the personnel from practice effect (which you do out of practice, without mind), executing institutionalism for
authority finding British governance as model. It is democratic republic that there is no selection rejection, all
are inclusive. They get what they want for their potentials that making self, well grounded and focused to
something progressive is essential. Government cannot help simply for nothing, it needs due participation in
return to make it a part in global governance.
Media gives the annual expenditure for an MP inclusive of his salary that needs what he has done as his
part in return. It is simple if he makes his office work on papers, written communications and evidences his
contributions at the end of every year. For a public representative to hold an ex officio status all his ventures go
clueless making the core doubtful, often queried which makes them go drifted, make unwarranted, create
chaos in political scenario imposing unsolvable happenings, affairs of public as his part and thus the whole
government go corruptive as reap the maximum when the wind blows on your side. Assuming what you could
get out of something is corruptive, declaring what you want is ability. Right to information makes one go for
what he wants with the assistance of government ably. Amendment to right to information excluding political
parties from RTI is hasty. It holds true for the 33 departments excluded from RTI act too. All these are very
much inclusive, but the information can only be general, not pulling out the personal details of an individual
that matters much. According to human rights declaration, one can take any many jobs, one can earn as much
as he can. Social concern is only on the fairness of the deal, how it establishes itself in the social paradigm as
progressive. Whatever may be the private firm or group, though it is for their own development, the care and
concern must be to enhance the group towards constitutional provisions. To make them out of reservations,
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building confidence on the society. Appointment of public representatives is very much official, they take the
oath to maintain confidentiality and secrets of the government only for the practice of authority. Authenticity
expects only transparency and accountability to get rid of tricks. What you cannot convey to the common civic
is absolutely the violation of constitutional provision thus cannot be a practice of government. When this is
taken as check, there cannot be complexities to a nation, to the world at all. They don’t have to withheld
secrets of government thus acting as barriers, they got to elaborate the measures of government to create
conviction. It happens to be secrets to gather support for a leader, thus to the party during elections for which
elections need to be banned. When the election get dissolved, the traits needed from the public to establish
faith and trust on the government as stipulated by constitution will be to practice for which right to information
act seeks job requirement of every personnel be defined. It is not to make him guilt on violation, but to make
him to track if violated, giving him due suggestions, advices, hikes too. Thus it is to transform people to
constitutional directives when they work for government, not patriotic to the nation. Nations development is
always on its goals, not what it could tap from the old reserves. Basic acceptance and inclusion is assured as
right to live of an individual valuing their self esteem and dignity.
CONCLUSION
Right to information act is an interim act which would evade, withdrawn when constitution is executed.
Executing constitution is not a difficult task at all as what you would face in affairs of public. Here, When you
excel in something, you suspend it to the public and make it fair for the guilt imposed in which losses are
unavoidable, taking that into consideration one would suspend his might. There are also risks of irrevocable
losses. But as per right to information, constitution, you declare what you have in hand, what you seek from the
government, taking their advices and appreciation for the assured progression, you will get escalation,
exponentiation of benefits for sure that not only success, but victory too is sure. Thus following Constitution is
always good, it acts as a sleeve to safe guard yourself, hoods you to live your own life without intervening in
others prospects and privileges. Thus it is the way of establishing human rights declaration too. The core is in
making every one focused on self by observing others, not probing others. You can always ask what you want,
not what has been given to one anyways.
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